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Many companies fail to evaluate the true costs of alternative transportation 
options on their logistics network. 

›› By Tan Miller 
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Explore All Your Options to Choose 
the Right Transportation Mode 

T
he relentless onset of global-
ization and the ever expanding 
complex global supply chains 
that permeate the business world 

have accentuated the importance of 
carefully evaluating transportation 
modal choice decisions. As companies 
deploy their inventories across multi-
ple countries and continents to serve 
growing markets, the costs of transpor-
tation itself, and just as importantly, 
the direct impact of transportation 
modal decisions on a company’s in-
ventory investment requirements and 
annual carrying costs requires closer 
scrutiny than ever before. 

To avoid the trap of focusing strictly 
on freight costs, companies must em-
ploy a rigorous transportation mode 
choice decision-making methodology 
that recognizes all the costs associated 
with their transportation decisions. 
This article will look at a methodology 
which combines both annual cost and 
long-run investment perspectives to 
identify the best transport mode choice. 

Many companies today still fail to 
evaluate thoroughly the true costs of 
alternative transportation options on 
their logistics network. And even those 
companies that do take into account 
all annual costs frequently fail to care-
fully evaluate the investment aspect of 
their transport mode decisions. 

Case Scenario:   
By Air or By Ocean? 

To illustrate our methodology, con-
sider a hypothetical scenario in which a 
company must evaluate whether to ship 

product by air or 
by ocean between 
two of its facilities 
located on different 
continents (e.g., the 
Far East and the 
U.S). Before pro-
ceeding, we should 
also emphasize that 
the tech-
n i q u e s 
presented 
here are generic in that one 
can apply them to evaluate the inven-
tory investment and total cost implica-
tions for shipping product or materials 
by any modes between two locations 
(e.g., truck vs. rail, or even two truck 
alternatives with different transit times 
and costs per unit). 

Our hypothetical example assumes 
that a company manufactures finished 
goods inventory (FGI) in a plant in the 
Far East and distributes these products 
to customers in Europe from its logistics 
center located somewhere in Europe. 
We further assume that the company 
supplies make-to-stock products on de-
mand to its customers from this logistics 
center. Thus, it must maintain inven-
tory at the logistics center to fill orders 
immediately as customers place them, 
and it must maintain a safety stock or 
buffer inventory to cover the variability 
in demand over inventory replenish-
ment lead time, and the variability of re-
plenishment lead time. The question the 
company must now answer is whether 
to ship FGI from its plant to its logistics 
center by air or by ocean. 

Key Costs to Evaluate 
To evaluate whether to establish air 

or ocean inventory pipelines to trans-
port the company’s products between 
its plant and logistics center, we must 
consider five major cost factors which 
will differ depending upon which trans-
portation mode the company selects. 
These are: 
1. freight costs, 
2. the inventory carrying costs of 

inventory in the pipeline, 
3. the inventory carrying costs of cy-

cle stock at the receiving logistics 
center, 

4. the inventory carrying costs of the 
required safety stock at the receiv-
ing logistics center, 

5. the investment cost required to 
produce the inventory to fill the 
pipeline (i.e., the average total 
inventory required in transit and at 
the logistics center). 

The first four cost factors are annual 
recurring costs which will continue as long 
as the transportation inventory pipeline 
exists, while the fifth cost represents a one-
time cost required to initiate the pipeline. 
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Integrating Inventory Investment 
Analysis and Annual Costing 

The annual costs can be analyzed using traditional 
spreadsheet calculations once the proper supporting data 
have been developed. However, calculating the initial 
inventory investment and determining the return on 
investment associated with an inventory pipeline modal 
choice is not as straightforward. Investment decisions 
typically involve weighing an expected return against 
the investment necessary to generate that return. In 
other words, to evaluate the pipeline modal choice from 
a long-term investment perspective, a company must 
quantify both the investment and the expected return 
associated with each mode. 

The best way to do this is to focus on incremental 
costs and investment, determining whether the annual 
savings in transport costs from an ocean pipeline justify 
the incremental investment in inventory needed to build 
it, i.e., the ocean pipeline inventory investment less the 
air pipeline inventory investment. This approach views 
the annual incremental savings or cost avoidance asso-
ciated with ocean transport as the incremental stream 
of income resulting from the incremental investment 
in an ocean pipeline. An ocean pipeline will, of course, 
always require a larger initial inventory investment than 
an air pipeline because the transit time—and hence days 
of inventory—is longer. 

For information, go to www.mhlnews.hotims.com/61793-120 
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With the incremental annual stream 
of income and the incremental pipeline 
investment defined, one can now cal-
culate standard measures for evaluating 
the alternatives, such as return on invest-
ment and the investment payback period. 

Exposing Vulnerabilities 
Table 1 illustrates both the annual 

cost and the investment analysis of 
our hypothetical scenario. The “annual 
analysis” section indicates that utilizing 
an ocean pipeline to transport the com-
pany’s product from its Far East plant to 
its European logistics center will save 
$352,000 per year. The higher annual 
inventory carrying costs ($168,000) 
resulting from the longer transit time 

of ocean passage are outweighed by 
the substantially higher freight savings 
($520,000) yielded by ocean. 

The “investment analysis” section 
of Table 1 evaluates the ocean vs. air 
decision from two perspectives: return 
on investment, and the payback period 
of the investment. Dividing the annual 
savings ($352,000) generated from 
using ocean by the incremental inven-
tory investment ($672,000) required to 
support ocean produces a 52.4% return 
on the incremental inventory invest-
ment. To project the number of years 
it will take for the additional inventory 
investment required by ocean to “pay 
for itself,” we divide the incremental 
inventory investment ($672,000) by 

the annual “ocean” savings ($352,000). 
This calculation shows that in just un-
der two years (1.9), the savings gen-
erated from utilizing ocean transport 
will pay for the incremental inventory 
investment. This provides an important 
perspective for the decision-maker. 

To illustrate this further, consider Ta-
ble 2, which summarizes an annual cost 
and investment analysis for two prod-
ucts. Product A (which has a unit cost 
of $210) is the same product evaluated 
in Table 1, while Product B ($570 unit 
cost) is a second, more expensive prod-
uct that our fictitious company produces 
in the Far East and ships to its logistics 
center to serve European demand. 

Table 2 shows that the ocean option 

Decision Data and Support Analysis Air Ocean Air - Ocean 

Annual forecast for, or shipments of a product between facilities  13,000  13,000 

The dollar value at cost of the product  $210  $210 

The freight cost per unit to ship the product (door-to-door)  $50  $10 

The average total inventory in transit and at the receiving location (in units) 600  3,800 

The average total inventory in transit and at the receiving location (dollars)  $126,000  $798,000  $(672,000) 

The assumed annual inventory carrying cost interest rate (r%) 25% 25% 

Annual Analysis Air Ocean Air - Ocean 

Annual freight cost  = (annual units shipped x frt cost per unit)  $650,000  $130,000  $520,000 

Annual Inventory Carrying Cost   = (r% x avg total inventory $)  $31,500  $199,500  $(168,000) 

Total annual freight plus inventory carrying cost  $681,500  $329,500  $352,000 

Investment Analysis Air - Ocean 

Total annual savings (frt + icc) from using ocean transport  $352,000 

Incremental inventory investment required to support ocean transport  $672,000 

Incremental return on investment in an ocean pipeline = $352,000/$672,000 52.4% 

Payback period on incremental investment in ocean pipeline (years) = $672,000/$352,000  1.9 

Table 1. Choosing Between Two Transportation Modes:An Air vs. Ocean Example 

Product A Product B 

Decision Data and Support Analysis Air Ocean Air - Ocean Air Ocean Air - Ocean 

Average Inventory in transit and at logistics center (units)  600  3,800  600  3,800 

Average cost per unit inventory in transit and at logistics 
center

 $210  $210  $570  $570 

Pipeline investment: avg cost of inventory in pipeline and 
at logistics center

 $126,000  $798,000  $(672,000)  $342,000  $2,166,000  $(1,824,000) 

Annual freight and inventory carrying costs of pipeline  $681,500  $329,500  $352,000  $735,500  $671,500  $64,000 

Investment Analysis 

Incremental return on investment in an ocean pipeline 52.4% 3.5% 

Payback period on incremental investment in ocean 
pipeline (years) 

1.9 28.5 

Table 2. Investment Costs for Two Different Products 
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represents the cost-minimizing alterna-
tive for both products B ($64,000 an-
nual savings) and A ($352,000). Impor-
tantly, however, from an incremental 
inventory investment perspective, the 
savings for product B from an ocean 
pipeline generates only a 3.5% annual 
return, and further, would require over 
28 years to pay for itself. The additional 
perspective offered by the investment 
analysis strongly suggests that the an-
nual savings generated by an ocean 
pipeline for product B would not justify 
the required extra inventory investment. 

A company that only considers the 
annual costs of transport mode alter-
natives, and which neglects the invest-
ment component of this decision, is far 
more vulnerable to making poor trans-
port mode choices (e.g., selecting ocean 
transport for product B). 

Critical Points to Consider 
Although the actual calculations re-

quired to evaluate alternative transport 

pipelines are straightforward, develop-
ing and analyzing all the necessary data 
are difficult challenges requiring a rigor-
ous methodology. Critical guidelines to 
facilitate successful results include the 
following. Companies must: 

➤ evaluate the total logistics network 
costs of a pipeline transport mode de-
cision, incorporating, for example, the 
impact of modal choice on a logistics 
center’s safety stock requirements; 

➤ evaluate pipeline transport mode de-
cisions from both an annual cost and an 
inventory investment perspective rather 
than focusing on just annual costs, or even 
worse, focusing on just freight costs; 

➤ evaluate other costs where perti-
nent, such as the potential salvage value 
of an inventory pipeline; 

➤ conduct sensitivity analysis on 
their initial quantitative results to deter-
mine how results (and decisions) may 
change under different scenarios, such as 
variations in assumed inventory carrying 
cost interest rates, fluctuations in freight 

For information, go to www.mhlnews.hotims.com/61793-122 
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rates, and so on. 
In conclusion, the methodology pre-

sented here for performing an air vs. 
ocean pipeline is generic and should be 
applied to any transport mode choice 
decision for shipping products or ma-
terials between two locations. Further, 
one can easily enhance this methodol-
ogy to incorporate any special cost fac-
tors (e.g., pipeline salvage value) which 
may vary by mode, and which are rele-
vant to a specific mode choice decision 
or case. Finally, one can enhance the in-
vestment analysis illustrated in this ar-
ticle to include other measures such as 
net present value, if appropriate.  MH&L 
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